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Q1 Let                 and                 .        is an unknown constant.  

                  where     and        are four-point DFT of      and       respectively.  

a) Find the value of c? 

b) Calculate and plot the four-point DFT      

c) Calculate and plot the four-point DFT       

d) Calculate                    

e) Calculate      of part (d) by multiplying the DFTs of      and       and performing 

and inverse DFT. 
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Q2 Determine order (N), cut-off frequency (  ) and      for a Butterworth filter for which 

   
 

  
,                     and              . 

Determine the order (N) and      for a Chebyshev filter which satisfies the above given 

constraint. 

[12] 

   
Q3 The signal      is the output of an LTI system with impulse response      for an given input 

    .  Assume that      is stable and has z-transform     with the pole-zero plot shown in 

figure 3.1. The signal      is stable and has pole-zero plot shown in figure 3.2. 

a) What is ROC of       Draw with shaded region. 

b) Is      left sided, right sided or two sided? 

c) What is ROC of       Draw with shaded region. 

d) Is      causal sequence? Justify. 

e) What is       

f) Draw the pole-zero plot of      and specify its ROC. 

g) Is      causal  or anticausal sequence? Justify. 

 

 

 

                                                    

 

Figure 3.1                                                                                                          Figure 3.2 
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Q4 Consider the two systems shown in figure 4.1. 

a) Sketch the magnitude spectrum of                 and      if       has a Fourier 

transform shown in figure 4.2. Assume      .  Make an concluding remark. 

b) Sketch the magnitude spectrum of                 and      if       has a Fourier 

transform shown in figure 4.2 for  following conditions: 

            and          .  

            and           

Note:                               
     

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

                               Figure 4.1                                                                          Figure 4.2 
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Q5 

                             

Let    be a causal and stable LTI system with impulse response       and frequency 

response     
   . The input      and output      for    are related by the deference 

equation               
 

 
            

a) If an LTI system    has a frequency response given by     
            , would 

you characterize    as being a low-pass filter, high-pass filter or a band-pass filter? 

Justify. 

b) Let    be a causal LTI system whose frequency response     
    has the property 

that         
       

       

Is    a minimum-phase filter? Could    be classified as one of the four types of FIR 

filters with generalized linear-phase? Justify. 

c) Let    be a stable and noncausal LTI system whose frequency response is     
    and 

whose input      and output       are related by the deference equation 

where        and   are all real and nonzero constants. Find        and   such that 

     
           

      

[12] 
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